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Abstract— In this paper, the problem of mapping and planning
in an uncertain environment is studied. A hybrid Bayesian/
frequentist formulation of the simultaneous planning, localization and mapping (SPLAM) problem is presented wherein the
environment is modeled as a stationary, spatially uncorrelated
random process whose stationary probabilities are fixed but
unknown, and have to be estimated as the autonomous system
moves through the environment and makes observations using its
sensors. The environmental random process is estimated using
stochastic approximation algorithms. Under a certain “reliable
sensor assumption”, it is shown that the mapping algorithms
converge with probability one, and that the convergence of the
mapping algorithms is independent of the planning policy, as
long as it is non-anticipative, akin to the celebrated “Separation
Principle” in Classical Linear Control theory. Further, the
computational burden of the mapping algorithms is significantly
reduced when compared to Bayesian SPLAM techniques.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper, the problem of mapping and planning in
an uncertain environment is considered. The uncertainty
of the autonomous system is modeled as a completely
known Markov decision process while the environment is
modeled as a stationary, spatially uncorrelated (independent)
random process whose parameters are unknown and have
to be estimated while the system navigates through the
environment. It is assumed that there is error in observing
the environment. The observation model is assumed to be
known, given the location of the autonomous system. A
stochastic approximation based approach is presented for
the estimation of the environment process, i.e., the mapping
problem. It is shown that under a certain “Reliable Sensor
Assumption” the estimation and planning algorithms are
guaranteed to converge with probability one. Moreover, it is
shown that the convergence of the estimation algorithms are
completely independent of the planning algorithms and thus,
satisfy a “Separation Principle” as in classical linear control
theory. It is further shown that the computation burden of the
algorithms are significantly less when compared to Bayesian
SPLAM techniques.
The problem of simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) or additionally simultaneous planning, localization
and mapping (SPLAM) has received considerable attention
in the Robotics community in the past several years .
The generic SLAM problem consists of an autonomous
system navigating in an unknown environment, which it is
trying to map while simultaneously localizing itself with
respect to the map that it is building. This creates a chicken
and egg problem which leads to a very high dimensional

estimation problem [1]–[4]. In most SLAM techniques, the
localization and mapping problem is posed as a Bayesian
filtering problem wherein the environment is considered
to be a fixed but unknown parameter. There are two basic
approaches to solving the Bayes filtering problem. the first
alternative is to use the Kalman filtering technique which is
applicable to linear-Gaussian systems [4]–[7]. However, this
method cannot accommodate cases where the distributions
are non-Gaussian and cannot provide a solution to the so
called “data association” problem [2], [8], [9]. The second
method consists of solving the Bayesian filtering problem
using particle filtering techniques [10], [11]. These methods
can accommodate the multi-modal nature of the probability
distributions and the data association problem gracefully [2],
[12]. The basic drawback with the Bayesian formulation
of the SLAM problem is that the estimates of the various
environmental components (features) become correlated even
though their measurements are mutually independent. This
is a basic structural property of the Bayesian formulation
of the SLAM problem [1]–[4], [12]. Thus, the filter has to
estimate a very high dimensional probability distribution on
the environment which becomes increasingly computationally
intractable as the size of the environment increases [2],
[3], [12], [13]. The addition of planning to the SLAM
problem, resulting in the SPLAM problem, adds further to
the complexity of the problem [14]–[17]. In fact, the planning
problem on its own is computationally quite intractable under
uncertainty. In this paper, an alternative to the Bayesian
formulation of the SPLAM problem is proposed. In this
formulation, the environment is modeled as a stationary but
unknown random process that has to be estimated as the
autonomous system moves through it and makes observations
of the environment. It is assumed that the robot localizes
in the environment based on a few landmarks located
throughout the environment (which is the Bayesian SLAM
problem but with very few parameters compared to case
when the whole environment is considered to be an unknown
parameter), and then maps the rest of the environment
based on this estimate using frequentist methods (stochastic
approximation methods). This problem formulation ensures
that the estimates of the landmarks and the environmental
components never get correlated. In addition, each individual
environmental component can be estimated completely
independently of the other components. This drastically
reduces the computational burden of the SPLAM problem
as the correlation of the various features in the environment
need not be considered. The environmental components are

estimated using stochastic approximation algorithms. Further,
it is shown that the mapping algorithms converge with
probability regardless of the planning policy as long as the
planning is not anticipative, i.e., does not depend on the future.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II, the hybrid methodology for the simultaneous mapping,
localization and planning problem is proposed and the strong
consistency of the mapping algorithms, and their separation
from the planning algorithms, established. In section III, a
computer simulation of the implementation of the methodology to a simple SLAM problem is presented in order to verify
the theoretical results of the paper.
II. M APPING AND P LANNING : I MPERFECT S TATE S ENSING
Let the environment consist of a set of landmarks Θ =
{θ1 , · · · , θK } and the stationary environmental process composed of independent components, Q = {q1 , q2 , · · · , qM }.
Note that the set of landmarks in the environment in general would be much smaller when compared to the full
environment, i.e., K << M . Let the state/ pose of the
autonomous system be denoted by s. In the following, the
hybrid SPLAM methodology is outlined and the convergence
of these algorithms analyzed. In the following we shall use
state and pose of the autonomous system in an interchangeable
fashion, and the reader is advised that they are synonymous
in the context of this paper.
A. Mapping and Localization
The environment as mentioned above is partitioned into a
set of discrete-valued deterministic landmarks, and a stationary
environmental process which is characterized by the probabilities:
M
Y
0
∗
p∗ (qi ).
(1)
P (Q/Q ) = P (Q) =
i=1
∗

The probabilities p (qi ) are fixed but unknown and have to be
estimated during the course of the algorithm. The environment
observation model is as follows. Let p(Q̂/Q, s) denote the
sensor observation model, i.e., the model represents the probability that an observation, Q̂, is made when the environment
is actually at the state Q given that the observation is made
from state s. Further, it is assumed that the environmental
observation model can be factored as follows:
p(Q̂/Q, s) =

M
Y

p(q̂k /qk , s),

(2)

k=1

where q̂k is the noise corrupted observation of the k th environmental component, i.e., the observation of the individual environmental components are independent of each other. Thus,
the observation model for the k th environmental component
is represented by the stochastic matrix (since the rows of the
matrix add to one), A(k) (s) = [pkij (s)] = p(q̂k = i/qk = j, s).
At any instant of time, an estimate of the location of the
robotic pose and the environment needs to be formed. Let
F t = {(Θ̂0 , Q̂0 ), · · · , (Θ̂t , Q̂t )} denote the history of the

algorithm till time t. The belief on the state/ pose-landmarkenvironment triple is then made in the following fashion:
First, a belief bt (s, Θ) is formed on the state-landmark pair
using only the observations of the landmark according to the
standard Bayes filter,
X
bt (s, Θ) = ηP (Θ̂t /Θ, s)
p(s/s0 , ut−1 )bt−1 (s0 , Θ), (3)
s0

where η is a suitable normalization constant. Then, a belief of
the environment given the state s is formed using the stationary
environment process for Q as follows:
bt (Q/s) = ηp(Q̂t /Q, s)P ∗ (Q),

(4)

which can be shown to be factored as
bt (Q/s) =

M
Y

bt (qk /s),

(5)

bt (qk /s) = ηk p(q̂k,t /qk , s)p∗ (qk ),

(6)

k=1

where ηk is a suitable normalizer for the belief on the
k th environmental component. Then the joint belief on the
(s, Θ, Q) triple is formed as:
bt (s, Θ, Q) = bt (s, Θ)bt (Q/s).

(7)

Due to the problem formulation, the burden of estimating the
belief on the environment is on the stationary environmental
process and by definition, can be maintained independent of
each other. The above comprises the Bayesian part of the
hybrid methodology presented here. Note that the current
state of the environment is inferred using a Bayesian scheme
given the stationary environmental probabilities p∗ (qk ). However, these probabilities need to be estimated too since they
are unknown a priori. These are estimated using frequentist
methods and comprise the frequentist part of the methodology, and are outlined below.
Let Xk,t = (bt (s, Θ), q̂k,t ) and let
X
A(k) (Xk,t ) = [
pkij (s)bt (s, Θ)],
(8)
s,Θ

b(k) (Xk,t ) = [βi (Xk,t )], βi (Xk,t ) = 1(q̂k,t = i).

(9)

There are two estimation algorithms for estimating the stationary probabilities Pk∗ of the k th environmental component:
Estimator E1:
Pk (t) = arg min ||Ak (t)P − bk (t)||,

(10)

Ak (t) = (1 − γt )Ak (t − 1) + γt A(k) (Xk,t ),

(11)

p∈P

bk (t) = (1 − γt )bk (t − 1) + γt b

(k)

(Xk,t ).

(12)

Estimator E2:
Pk (t) = ΠP {(1 − γt )Pk (t − 1) +
γt (b (Xk,t ) − A(k) (Xk,t )Pk (t − 1))},
(k)

(13)

where ΠP represents the projection into the subspace of
probability vectors.
P
P
The learning rate parameters satisfy t γt = ∞ and t γt2 <

∞, and P represnts the space of probability vectors in <D .
The algorithms can be heuristically understood as follows.
Note that A(k) (Xk,t ) is the averaged observation model for
environmental component qk at time t, averaged upon the
belief on the pose of the autonomous system, bt (s), at time
t. Then, the matrix Ak (t) in estimator E1 may be understood
as the averaged observation model for the k th environmental
component till time t, i.e., formed by a time average of the
instantaneous observation models A(k) (Xk,t ). The quantity
bk (t) contains the relative frequencies of the observed values
of the k th environmental component in its various discrete
states. Then, if the vector bk (t) is interpreted as a probability
vector, it can be expected that in the limit as t → ∞,
Ak (t)Pk∗ = bk (t), since Pk∗ is the true environmental probability vector for the k th component. This can be seen through
a simple application of the law of total probability p̄(qˆk ) =
P
∗
qk p̄(qˆk /qk ))p (qk ) where p̄(q̂k = i) is given asymptotically
th
by the i component of the vector bk (t) and p̄(qˆk = i/qk = j)
is given asymptotically by the (i, j)th element of the matrix
Ak (t) . Since in general Pk (t) = Ak (t)−1 bk (t) need not be a
probability vector for finite time t, the closest approximation
of the solution, in the mean square sense, in the space of
probability vectors P is used instead, in estimator E1. The
estimator E2 may be understood as a further generalization of
estimator E1 and is a pure stochastic approximation algorithm.
Note that
X
X
X
pkij (s)
bt (s, Θ)] = [
pkij (s)b̄t (s)],
A(k) (Xk,t ) = [
s

Θ

s

(14)
i.e., only the marginal distribution of the state of the autonomous system is required and thus, a sum of the belief over
all the landmarks has to be performed in order to obtain it in
the SPLAM case. In the case of a GPS like absolute location
sensor, this summation is not required as the belief on the
state bt (s) can be solely obtained from the GPS reading thus
obviating the need for maintaining the state-landmark belief.
As can be seen, the SPLAM case is computationally more
intensive than the GPS-type case because of the summation/
integration that needs to be performed at every time step.
B. Convergence Analysis
In this section, the convergence of the mapping algorithms
presented in the previous subsection is established. The main
results needed to prove the convergence are stated while the
proofs are left out for lack of space.
A 1. It is assumed that the estimate of the k th environemntal
component is updated according to estimators E1/ E2 at time t,
if and only if all the diagonal elements of the current averaged
observation model, Ak (Xk,t ) are greater than 0.5 + .
The above assumption implies that the observation (based
on the current belief over the pose bt (s)) is realiable in the
sense that it is correct more than 50% of the time. Recall
that Xk,t = (bt (s, Θ), q̂k,t ), i.e., the ordered pair of the statelandmark belief and the noise corrupted observation of the k th
environmental component. The key here is that the sequence

Xk,t is a Markov process and it can be shown that its transition
probabilities are given by
P (Xk,t+1 /Xk,t ) = p(bt+1 /bt , ut )p(q̂k,t+1 /bt+1 ),

(15)

where
p(q̂k /b) =

X

p(q̂k /qk , s)p∗ (qk )b(s, Θ),

(16)

(s,Θ,qk )

and the the transition probabilities for the belief state bt (s, Θ),
p(b/b0 , u), can be obtained similar to the belief state MDP for
any POMDP. The transition probabilities for the belief b(s, Θ)
however are not required by the algorithms. The structure of
the transition probabilities of the Markov Process above is a
direct consequence of the problem formulation.
Let F t = {(Θ̂0 , Q̂0 ), · · · , (Θ̂t , Q̂t )} denote the history of
the process till the time instant t. The following result is a
structural property of the algorithm:
Lemma 1. Let A(k) (Xk,t ) and b(k) (Xk,t ) be as defined by
equations (8) and (9). Then, for every environmental component, qk , the following result holds:
E[A(k) (Xk,t+1 )Pk∗ − b(Xk,t+1 )/F t ] = 0.

(17)

Also, recall the “reliable sensor” assumption 1. This assumption is key in proving the strong consistency of the
mapping/ estimation algorithms and consequently, the strong
consistency of the planning algorithms.
Proposition 1. The estimates of the environmental probabilities Pk (t) → Pk∗ for all environmental components k, with
probability 1, under either of the estimation (E1/ E2) schemes,
as long as the control policy is non-anticipative.
The result above is valid for any non-anticipative control
policy, i.e., a policy such that the control at the current instant
is not dependent on the future of the algorithm. Thus, the
above result also establishes a very important “Separation
Principle” , i.e., that the mapping algorithms can be designed
totally independent of the planning algorithms without affecting the convergence of the coupled system.
III. A S IMPLE SLAM E XAMPLE
This section gives the details of the computer simulation of
the application of the hybrid methodology to a simple SLAM
problem for verification of the theoretical results presented
in the previous section. In the simulation, we have a land
vehicle fitted with a radar and we want to map the unknown
environment based on the observations from the radar. The
terrain consists of point landmarks which reflect the radar
waves and we want to map these landmarks. The position
of the vehicle is unknown so we also need to localize the
position of the vehicle relative to the observed landmarks.
A cartesian coordinate system is selected coincident with the
initial pose of the vehicle. All further calculations are done on
this coordinate system. The vehicle starts at (1, 5) and keeps
moving in circles of radius 4 units centered at (5, 5). We are
interested in the rectangular domain (0, 0)to(10, 10). Thirteen

landmarks are located in this domain out of which we use
one to localize and the other twelve are mapped using the
stochastic approximation scheme E1.
The dynamical model of the vehicle is given. We assume
that the control, which is the velocity in this case, is corrupted
by noise. The steering angle is fixed at an angle so that the
vehicle moves in a circle of know radius.
The observation from the radar consists of an angle and a
range, both being noise corrupted but the components being
uncorrelated. We need to extract the observation model (recall
the matrices A(k) (s)) from the given noise model. All noise
is assumed to be gaussian with zero mean and known finite
variance. The observation model is then extracted using Monte
Carlo simulations of the noisy sensor. This is a very simplistic
method of extracting the observation model but serves for the
purpose of illustration of the methodology. Thus, given the
dynamics, the observation model and the noise characteristics,
we simulate the solution of the SLAM problem according to
the proposed algorithm.
The vehicle state is defined as xp = [x, y, φ]T , where x and
y are the coordinates of the center of the rear axle with respect
to some global coordinate frame and φ is the orientation of the
vehicle in the same global frame. The global frame is fixed
relative to the starting pose of the vehicle.
A. Dynamical Model
The dynamics of the vehicle is governed by the following
equations
ẋ = V cos φ
ẏ = V sin φ
V
(18)
φ̇ = ,
r
where r is the radius of the path we want the vehicle to
traverse. V = u + ωv , u is the velocity input and ωv is
gaussian noise with zero mean. A discrete time model from
these equations are obtained as follows.
x(k + 1) = x(k) + u∆t cos φ(k) + ωv ∆t cos φ(k)
y(k + 1) = y(k) + u∆t sin φ(k) + ωv ∆t sin φ(k)
u∆t ωv ∆t
φ(k + 1) = φ(k) +
+
,
(19)
r
r
The landmarks are assumed to be stationary point objects. The
landmark process model is thus
xi (k + 1) = xi (k)
y i (k + 1) = y i (k),

(20)

for landmarks i = 1..K which are used to localize the position
of the vehicle and also simultaneously estimate their position.
Only one landmark was used for localization of the vehicle
while the other landmarks are mapped separately using the
stochastic approximation schemes outlined in the previous
section. The time step of integration ∆t is chosen to be .05
seconds.

B. Observation Model
Each observation consists of the range ri (k) and bearing
θ (k) to the landmark being observed. It follows the model
p
ri (k) = (xi − x(k))2 + (y i − y(k))2 + ωr (k)
y i − y(k)
θi (k) = arctan i
− φ(k) + ωθ (k)
(21)
x − x(k)
i

where ωr and ωθ are the noise sequences associated with
the range and bearing measurements, and [x(k), y(k)] is the
location of the radar. Thus,
x̂i (k) = x(k) + ri (k) cos(θi (k) + φ(k))
ŷ i (k) = y(k) + ri (k) sin(θi (k) + φ(k))

(22)

Eq. 21 defines the observation model hi (.) for ith landmark.
C. Extended Kalman Filter
The vehicle dynamics and observation model described here
are both nonlinear. Hence an EKF is employed to generate the
estimates. The process model f (.) and observation model h(.)
are obtained as given in the previous subsections. The model
for EKF is
x(k) = f(x(k − 1), u(k − 1), ω(k − 1))
z(k) = h(x(k), v(k)),

(23)
(24)

where x(k) = [x(k), y(k), φ(k), x1 (k), y 1 (k), ...], ω(k) =
ωv (k), v = [ωr (k), ωθ (k)].
EKF time update equations
Pk−

x̂−
k = f (x̂k−1 , uk−1 , 0)
= Ak Pk ATk + Wk Qk−1 WkT

(25)
(26)

EKF measurement update equations
Kk = Pk− HkT (Hk Pk− HkT + Vk Rk VkT )−1
−
x̂k = x̂−
k + Kk (zk − h(x̂ , 0))
Pk = (I − Kk Hk )Pk−

(27)
(28)
(29)

where A and W are the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives
of f with respect to x and ω respectively. H and V are the
Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of h with respect to x
and v. From the EKF we get x(t) and P (t) for each time step.

D. The belief on location of the vehicle
The belief over the pose of the vehicle, bt (s), is needed
for use in the mapping algorithms E1 and E2 (for calculation
of A(k) (Xk,t )). In this case, this amounts to calculating the
belief over the (x, y) co-ordinates of the autonomous vehicle.
We know that x has guassian distribution with mean x(t)
and covariance matrix P (t). Any linear transformation of a
gaussian vector is also gaussian. Thus x(1 : 2) has a guassian
distribution with mean [x(t), y(t)] and the covariance matrix
being the top left 2x2 sub-matrix of P . Let us call this P0 .
Now we can find the probability that the vehicle is in some
grid, in the x, y domain, simply by integrating the multivariate

normal distribution over the required domain. This gives us the
belief states.
E. Stochastic Estimation of the landmarks
The landmarks are mapped using estimator E1 from the
previous section. In order to apply the inherently dicrete
mapping methodology, the location of the vehicle is discretized
into a 20 x 20 grid on the X-Y plane while the location of
any landmark is assumed to lie in a subset of these grids
which is identified based on the observation of the landmark
assuming perfect data association. The reliable sensor criterion
is implemented by imposing the condition that only those
readings are counted for which the diagonal terms of the
averaged observation model at time t, A(k) (Xk,t ), are greater
that .5. This helps us to obtain convergence properties for the
landmark estimates even though the estimates converge evn
wihtout the reliable sensor assumption.
F. Results
The simulation was run for two cases. In both cases
there were thirteen total landmarks and only one (fixed apriori) landmark was use to localize the vehicle and then the
stochastic approximation algorithms were used to map the
remaining twelve landmarks. In the first case, the mapping
algorithms were implemented without imposing the reliable
sensor condition (Fig.1). In the second case, the reliable sensor
assumption was imposed (Fig. 2). It can be seen from the
figures that enforcing the good sensor condition allows for
faster convergence of the landmark estimates.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In summary, the fundamental difference between the
methodology presented in this paper and existing SPLAM
methods is in the hybrid problem formulation which has the
following advantages over its Bayesian counterpart:
• Computationally much more tractable than the Bayesian
formulation since the computational complexity is linear
in the environmental components as compared to exponential complexity for the Bayesian problem.
• Provable strong convergence of mapping algorithms.
• Separation of Mapping and Planning Problems, in the
sense that the convergence of the mapping algorithms is
completely unaffected by the planning policy as long as
it is non-anticipative.
The problem of mapping as formulated in this paper can also
be understood in the framework of hidden Markov processes/
models (HMP/ HMM) or more generally, dynamic Bayesian
networks (DBN) [18], [19]. The environmental component
probabilities in this case are the parameters of the HMP and are
unknown. It is established practice in this literature (and more
generally in the DBN literature) to estimate the parameters
of the process using frequentist methods while the inference
about the state of the process is done using Bayesian rule.
This is precisely what is done in this paper while exploiting
the underlying structure of the problem to produce parameter

estimation algorithms that ensure “separation” (from the planning problem) and computational tractability of the mapping
algorithms.
It has to be noted here that the implementation of the methodology as presented in this paper is far from being efficient and
implementable in a real robotic SPLAM system. However,
the purpose of this paper to show the basic soundness of
the algorithms and should be understood in this light. Our
current research is focused on the efficient implementation
of the hybrid methodology presented here. Also, the current
methodology cannot handle the issue of data association which
is also another of our current research directions.
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